What to do with a STEM degree?

**DATE**  
November 1, 2018

**TIME & PLACE**  
6pm-7pm, ZHS 163

**FREE FOOD!**

---

**Through Different Perspectives:**  
Breaking Down the World of Healthcare

---

**Emma Schiewe**  
OT Candidate at USC

**Eun Suk Yang**  
JD Candidate at USC

**Nick Tran**  
Pharm. D. Candidate at USC

**Cindy Chung**  
Dental Hygiene Candidate at USC

**Tae Ha**  
DDS Candidate at USC

---

RSVP on our Facebook: Human Biology Association

Email: hbio@usc.edu if you have any questions!

---

Facebook: @HBIOAssociation | hbio@usc.edu | Instagram: @hba_usc